CARL R. ICE COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
2019-2020 STANDING COMMITTEES

ACADEMIC STANDARDS COMMITTEE
Proposes college-wide policies and serves as reinstatement committee.
  Katie Loughmiller (ARE/CNS)
  Daniel Flippo (BAE)
  M. Helal Uddin (CHE)
  Scott Schiff (CE)
  Josh Weese (CS)
  Garrett Peterson (ECE)
  David Ben-Arieh (IMSE)
  Liang-Wu Cai (MNE)
  Andy Fund, Ex-Officio (DO)
  Olga Lease, Ex-Officio (DO)

ACADEMIC ADVISING COMMITTEE
Proposes college-wide advising policies and coordinates advising activities.
  Fred Hasler (ARE/CNS) (2014)
  Ed Brokesh (BAE) (2014)
  Sigifredo Castro Diaz (CHE) (2019)
  Hani Melhem (CE) (reappointed 2018)
  Kelly Bruna (CS) (2019)
  Garrett Peterson (ECE) (2016)
  Todd Easton (IMSE) (2016)
  David Pacey (MNE) (2018)
  Olga Lease, Ex-Officio (DO)

ASEE CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE
Promotes participation in ASEE activities and serves as the college liaison with ASEE Headquarters.
  Steve Warren (ECE)

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING SCHOLARSHIP
Provides direction and advice regarding the engineering scholarship program and distribution of engineering scholarships
  Craig Wanklyn (DO)
  Pat Nelson (DO)

COLLEGE COMMITTEE ON PLANNING (CCOP)
Provides faculty input relative to university and college planning charges which require faculty involvement, i.e., college reorganization, strategic planning, program discontinuance, and financial exigency. Faculty are generally appointed for a 3-year term. Appointment years are displayed.
  Fred Hasler (ARE/CNS) (reappointed 2016)
  BAE rep elected in Sept. 2019
  Jennifer Anthony (CHE) (2017)
  Alex Mathews (CE) (reappointed 2018)
  Scott DeLoach (CS) (2014)
  Bill Kuhn (ECE) (2019)
  Shuting Lei (IMSE) (2019)
  Warren White (MNE) (2014)
  Steve Eckels (MNE) (2008)
  Stacy Hutchinson (DO) (2019)
  Vacant (FSCOUP)
  Gary Clark, Ex-Officio (Exec. Com.)
  David Carter, Ex-Officio (EXT) (2012)

COLLEGE ASSESSMENT REVIEW COMMITTEE (CARC)
Deals with all aspects of program assessment and accreditation issues and maintains close communications with liaison committees.
  Rodney Howell, Chair (DO)
  Fred Hasler (ARE/CNS)
  Jim Goddard (ARE/CNS)
  Lisa Wilken (BAE)
  Steve Warren (BME)
  Andrew Duncan (CHE)
  Scott Schiff (CE)
  Rod Howell (CS)
  Don Gruenbacher (EE & CMPEN)
  Trisha Moore (ENVE)
  Shing Chang (IMSE)
  Malgorzata Rys (IMSE)
  Kevin Wanklyn (MNE)
COURSE AND CURRICULUM COMMITTEE
Receives programs’ course and curricula proposals, suggests modifications (if necessary), approves proposals, and forwards them for college faculty deliberation.
  James Goddard, Chair (ARE/CNS)
  Lisa Wilken (BAE)
  John Schlup (CHE)/Jennifer Anthony (CHE)
  jointly
  Scott Schiff (CE)
  Rod Howell (CS)
  Will Hageman (ECE)
  Shing Chang (IMSE)
  Kevin Wanklyn (MNE)
  Gina Leon, Ex-Officio (DO)
  Andy Fund, Ex-Officio (DO)

DEPARTMENT HEAD’S BACKUP
Serves in the absence of department head.
  James Goddard/Fred Hasler (ARE/CNS)
  Lisa Wilken (BAE)
  Bin Liu (CHE)
  Robert Peterman (CE)
  Mitch Neilsen (CS)
  Andrew Rys (ECE)
  Malgorzata Rys (IMSE)
  Mo Hosni (MNE)
  Bruce Snead (EXT)

DIVERSITY COMMITTEE
Promotes activities that enhance the development of a learning and work environment where students, staff, faculty, and administration appreciate the benefits of interacting with peers and colleagues who differ in gender and racial/ethnic backgrounds.
  Amy Betz, Chair (DO)
  Bill Zhang (ARE/CNS)
  M. Helal Uddin (CHE)
  Stacey Kulesza (CE)
  Robby (CS)
  Jessica Heier Stamm (IMSE)
  Youqi Wang (MNE)
  Rodney Howell (DO)
  LaVerne Bitsie-Baldwin, Ex-Officio (DO)
  Vahid Rahmani (BAE)

ENGINEERING EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Meet on a regular basis to deal with issues that relate to the mission of the college and to provide effective communication among the department heads and the college administration.
  Gary Clark, Chair (DO)
  Ray Buyle (ARE/CNS)
  Joe Harner (BAE)
  Jennifer Anthony (CHE)
  Mustaque Hossain (CE)
  Scott DeLoach (CS)
  Don Gruenbacher (ECE)
  Bradley Kramer (IMSE)
  Steve Eckels (MNE)
  Bruce Snead (KIES)
  Rodney Howell (DO)
  Stacy Hutchinson (DO)
  Andy Fund (DO)
  Craig Wanklyn (DO)
  Amy Betz (DO)
  LaVerne Bitsie-Baldwin (MEP)
  Dana Hunter (DO)
  Patsy Havenstein, Ex-Officio (DO)

ENGINEERING FACULTY SENATOR
Elected members of Faculty Senate who provide a college voice in the establishment of university policies and in the formulation of procedures for their interpretation. Note: Date in parenthesis indicates year senator goes off Faculty Senate and an asterisk (*) indicates it is their second term.
  Mo Hosni (MNE) (2022)
  Todd Easton (IMSE) (2020)
  Behrooz Mirafzal (ECE) (2020)
  Steve Warren (ECE) (2021)
  Bill Zhang (ARE/CNS) (2021)
  Stacey Kulesza (CE) (2021)
  Lisa Wilken (BAE) (2022)
  LaVerne Bitsie-Baldwin (DO) (2022)
ENGINEERING GRADUATE COUNCIL
The Graduate Council is the chief legislative and policy formulating body of the University Graduate Faculty. The elected members of the Graduate Council provide a college voice in these matters.

Bill Zhang (ARE/CNS)
Lisa Wilken (BAE)
Caterina Scoglio (ECE)
Steven Eckels (MNE)

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH & SAFETY COMMITTEE/POINT OF CONTACT
Is responsible for (1) developing and communicating a clear vision for the College’s safety program (2) establishing broad safety goals for departments to attain (3) evaluating the College’s progress toward meeting those goals.

Gary Clark (DO)
Stacy Hutchinson (DO)
Jongchul Song (ARE/CNS)
Jon Zeller (BAE)
David Threewit (CHE)
Cody Delaney (CE)
Seth Galitzer (CS)
Kevin Myren (ECE)
Bruce Snead (KIES)
Malgorzata Rys (IMSE)
Byron Jones (MNE)
Matt Campbell (IER)
Eric Figge (NGML)
Blase Leven (HSRC)
Jeff Gibisch (DO)

RESEARCH AWARDS AND PROFESSIONAL RECOGNITION COMMITTEE

Shannon Casebeer (ARE/CNS)
Vaishali Sharda (BAE)
Placidus Amama (CHE)
Hayder Rasheed (CE)
Pavithra Prabhakar (CS)
Behrooz Mirafzal (ECE)
Shuting Lei (IMSE)
Mingjun Wei (MNE)
Stacy Hutchinson, Ex Officio (DO)

GRADUATE PROGRAM COORDINATORS
Stacy Hutchinson (DO)
Kimberly Kramer (ARE/CNS)
Naiqian Zhang (BAE)
John Schlup (CHE)
Stacey Kulesza (CE)
Mitchell Neilsen (CS)
Andrew Rys (ECE)
David Ben-Arie (IMSE)
Jeremy Roberts (MNE)

HONORS AND AWARDS COMMITTEE
Determines selection of recipients for several college-wide awards, identifies potential nominees for university awards, and committee members encourage an active award nomination process in their departments.

Julia Keen (ARE/CNS)
Joe Harner (BAE)
Ryan Hansen (CHE)
Hayder Rasheed (CE)
Arslan Munir (CS)
Steve Warren (ECE)
Todd Easton (IMSE)
Hitesh Bindra (MNE)
Gary Clark, Ex-Officio (DO)

HONORS PROGRAM COMMITTEE
Proposes recommendations for the enhancement of the university and college honors programs and committee members serve as the honors advisors in their respective departments.

Kimberly Kramer (ARE/CNS)
Ajay Sharda (BAE)
Placidus Amama (CHE)
Hani Melhem (CE)
Doina Caragea (CS)
William Kuhn (ECE)
John Wu (IMSE)
Melanie Derby (MNE)
Gary Clark, Ex-Officio (DO)
LIAISON COMMITTEES (Chairs)
Provides communication linkages and addresses course and curricula issues with supporting departments, i.e., Chemistry, Computer Science, English, Mathematics, Physics, and Statistics
- Biology: Lisa Wilken (BAE)
- Chemistry: Andrew Duncan (CHE)
- Computer Science: Rodney Howell (CS)
- English: John Schlup (CHE)
- Mathematics: Hani Melhem (CE)
- Physics: Don Phillippi (ARE/CNS)
- Physics: Andrew Rys (ECE)
- Statistics: Shing Chang (IMSE)
- Statistics: Andrew Rys (ECE)

OPEN HOUSE
Craig Wanklyn (DO)

(SAT) COMMITTEE
- Gary Clark, Chair (DO)
- Rodney Howell (DO)
- Stacy Hutchinson (DO)
- Ray Buyle (ARE/CNS)
- Joe Harner (BAE)
- Jennifer Anthony (CHE)
- Mustaque Hossain (CE)
- Scott DeLoach (CS)
- Don Gruenbacher (ECE)
- Bradley Kramer (IMSE)
- Steve Eckels (MNE)

TENURE AND PROMOTION ADVISORY COMMITTEE
Reviews candidates’ promotion/tenure materials, ascertains that departmental procedures have been followed, and makes recommendations to the Dean.
- Ray Yunk (ARE/CNS)
- Joe Harner (BAE)
- John Schlup (CHE)
- Robert Peterman (CE)
- Dan Andresen (CS)
- Andrew Rys (ECE)
- David Ben-Arieih (IMSE)
- Terry Beck (MNE)

UG RESEARCH ACTIVITIES
- Stacy Hutchinson (DO)
- Katie Loughmiller (ARE/CNS)
- Trisha Moore (BAE)
- Urara Hasegawa (CHE)
- Jeongdae Im (CE)
- Doina Caragea (CS)
- Meng “Peter” Zhang (IMSE)
- Melanie Derby (MNE)
- Punit Prakash (ECE)